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West African Drumming  
First Access Programme 

Facilitator Lesson Plans 5-10 
Facilitator Lessons 5-10 Learning Outcomes: 
  create West African inspired compositions          
  learn South African gumboot patterns         
  learn vocals for 2-part song Rainbow Nation         
  develop improvisation and copyback skills         
  learn traditional Ghanaian music & it’s cultural background         
  learn how Ghanaian music is structured in 12-beat cycles         
  learn specific techniques for Ghanaian instruments         
  develop listening skills         
  develop an ability to work in an ensemble.         
Facilitator Lessons 5-10 Key Words: 
  South Africa, gumboot, Rainbow Nation,         
  Ensemble, call & response.         
Facilitator Lessons 5-10 Info Bank: 
  Teach & Play African Drums page 39-40, 31 & 34.         

Facilitator Lesson 5 

Equipment: 5 Djembes, 1 Djundjun. 

Warm up: (10 mins) 
Body percussion: 4-beat Copyback. After a while, choose students to ‘lead’ the 
Copyback. Don’t worry too much if the leader is not sticking to a metre. 

Small group composition: 

Main activity – Create a short African style piece of music using 
djembes. (20 mins) 

1) Explain the activity to the group: using Bass, Tone,  Slap and pauses 
create a pattern to play on the djembe. Keep it short!! (compare to 
already known rhythms for example of what’s a suitable length). Create 
an example as a group with just you playing. 

2) Divide the class into groups of no more than 5. For less able classes keep 
the groups smaller – 4 or even 3 in a group. Send each group to sit on 
the floor in a different part of the hall (without drums) and ask them to 
create their own pattern and make sure they can all play it on their legs. 

3) Facilitator and other staff move between the groups ensuring everyone is 
working calmly. Be prepared to resolve disagreements and steer some 
groups. 

4) After 5 mins ask the groups to add a djundjun pattern to their djembe 
pattern. Point out that the djundjun pattern will be less ‘busy’ than the 
djembe pattern and will emphasis the most important notes in the 
djembe pattern. Only one member of the group wil perform the djun 
djun pattern.  Set them back to work. 
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5) After a further 5 mins ask the groups to figure out how they will start and 

end the music: will they use a mater drummer call? Maybe just a vocal 
cue? If time, they could also create a unison break to finish the music. 

Main Activity part 2 – Perform the music (25 mins) 

1) Create a performance area with the other chairs/benches facing in a 
horseshoe.  

2) Give a few tips on how to perform, particularly stressing that everybody 
has had a limited time to create the music and there is no expectation of 
a ‘perfect’ rendition, also, getting frustrated with other band members 
will not give a good performance! 

3) Have each group perform. If a group is having a complete collapse; ask 
the audience to put their hands over their ears and tell the group to have 
a quick chat and get themselves ready then they can start again. 

4) Before the group returns to their seats; facilitate a discussion about 
things that the audience ‘liked’ about the music. Be firm in not allowing 
any criticism – even constructive – praise and compliments only. With a 
more able group you may like to ask the performers “is there anything 
you would have done differently if you’d had more time?”. 

5) Finish by asking students to try to remember the grooves as you’ll need 
them later in the term. 

Tips – be sure to budget your time very carefully to allow all groups the 
same time to perform and receive their compliments. 
- The class teacher may well wish to video the performances so give them 

the chance to grab a camera/tablet in advance. 

Summary: 
1-Term Weekly Programme: 
  Play Mike & Tom Video 5         
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
2-Term Fortnightly Programme: 
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
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Facilitator Lesson 6 

If your class is doing their Arts Award, you will need to curtail the activities 
slightly to allow enough time to sign-off the “Find Out” section of their Log 
Books at the end of this lesson. 

Warm up: (10 mins) 
1. Body percussion: 8-beat Copyback. Start with easy rhythms and get 

progressively harder - also as it progresses, add in some more creative parts 
of the body to hit! Keep the music flowing - so as soon as the class have 
finished the Copybook response, the Facilitator starts the next Copyback 
call. Therefore, the pulse will never stop. 

2. Body percussion: 8-beat Improvisation. Ask the class to clap the pulse (also 
counting to 8 aloud if necessary), whilst pupils take turns around the semi-
circle to improvise an 8-beat body percussion solo. Again, try not to let the 
music stop even if a pupil runs out of ideas (this is why if the class counts to 
8 aloud, it will help the music flow). 

Main Activity - part 1 - Recap Malinke as body percussion: (20-mins) 

1. Practise all parts of Malinke as body percussion & saying mnemonics aloud 
together with the class divided into 5 equal groups to play: 
•Djembe 1 
•Djembe 2 
•Kenkeni 
•Sangban 
•Dunumba 
(Obviously, if you have only taught one of the dunk parts previously, you will 
need to allow extra time to teach the other two now). 

2. Swap round parts 5 times until all groups have played all parts. 

3. Practise again, this time no body percussion - instead with all pupils 
whispering their parts. This activity helps the students listen to each other to 
create much better ensemble playing. You may also decide to ask them to do 
this activity with their eyes closed. 

4. Play again as body percussion and add in Master Drummer Start Signal and 
Stop Signal. Then add in Call and Response. 

Main Activity - part 2 - Recap Malinke on instruments: (25-mins) 

1. Practise all parts of Malinke together on the instruments, taking time to 
ensure the pupils are listening to each other to create a tighter ensemble 
than they would have created in earlier weeks. 

2. Swap round parts 5 times until all groups have played all parts. 
3. Ask the pupils to take turns playing 8-beat improvisation solos on their drum 

whilst everyone else plays their patterns. 

See next page for Summary & Higher Ability Parts.  
Also, it is advisable to check the sound system ready for next week and ask 
the class teacher to assist you in acquiring any technical resources needed to 
be able to play the audio file for Rainbow Nation. 
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Summary: 
1-Term Weekly Programme: 
  Sign-off “Find Out” section of pupil Log Books by placing a sticker at bottom of         

page 14 if pupils have completed pages 8-14 
  Play Mike & Tom Video 6         
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
  Ask pupils to bring wellies next week.         
  Check school sound system (for optional playing of the Rainbow Nation backing         

track next week) 

2-Term Fortnightly Programme: 
  Sign-off “Find Out” section of pupil Log Books by placing a sticker at bottom of         

page 14 if pupils have completed pages 8-14 
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
  Ask pupils to bring wellies next week         
  Check school sound system (for optional playing of the Rainbow Nation backing         

track next week) 

Higher Ability Parts: 
  Pupils could take turns to be the Master Drummer by playing the Start Signal.         
  Really advanced groups could also take turns to play the Master Drummer Stop         

Signal. In order to ensure the class can hear their Signals and to help visually, 
you may want to get the pupils to sit on the Facilitator’s chair and play the 
Facilitator’s drum. 
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Facilitator Lesson 7 

Extra Resources needed: 
Wellies, No djembes needed this lesson. 
Optional (see Higher Ability Parts): Rainbow Nation backing track (in Dropbox Folder 
Downloads), sound-system. 

Warm Up: 
  Everyone put on wellies.         
  Musicianship Skill:  4-beat body percussion Copyback. Play at least 10 different         

copybacks. 

Main Activity: 

Note: This session involves a lot of physical activity! Therefore, use the Info Bank 
dispersed throughout the lesson as down-time to help revitalise the pupils.  

1. Teach the 4 patterns whilst all pupils standing in a semi-circle (see video 
instruction: https://youtu.be/KcmVFEI2ynM): 

!  
 

2. Arrange the pupils in a grid formation and practise the patterns as described in this 
video instruction: 
https://youtu.be/9Nm5eeh-Ybo 

3. Practise as whole piece of music (as described in above video). 

https://youtu.be/KcmVFEI2ynM
https://youtu.be/9Nm5eeh-Ybo
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Info Bank: 
Gumboot dance: this unique style of dance originated in the South African gold 
mines during the oppressive apartheid laws. The black miners used to work for up to 
three months in total darkness under terrible conditions. The mines frequently flooded 
with water, and the authorities decided it would be cheaper to issue all of the miners 
with Wellington boots (known as gumboots in South Africa) than to drain the mines. 
As the miners were forbidden to talk to each other, they used boot slapping as an 
alternative way to communicate. Outside of the mines this developed into gumboot 
dancing. Facilitate a discussion about how music can be used to communicate. 

Mbaqanga: Rainbow Nation is written in a Mbaqanga style. This is a genre of music 
that combines Western instruments (such as guitars, keyboard and brass) and a 
popular, jazzy sound with the isicathamiya (ee-see-ka-ta-me-ya) style of singing. 
(Isicathamiya is a Zulu vocal genre that is performed unaccompanied, usually by four 
or five me singing in close harmony. Mbaqanga developed in the 1960s in South 
African townships (these were segregated towns and slums where black people lived 
during the apartheid). Most mbaqanga musicians were illiterate and living in a state of 
poverty, as they were prevented from working in the cities but couldn’t make a living 
in the countryside. Mbaqanga music helped to lift their spirits and keep them going (in 
the same way that the cornmeal porridge which mbaqanga music is named after 
formed a staple part of their daily diet).  

Apartheid: this form of racial segregation lasted in South Africa from 1948 to 1994. 
Mbaqanga helped to bridge the gap between blacks and whites as they both 
interacted with the music. The apartheid regime opposed this and used to persecute 
the townships that supported mbaqanga.  

Rainbow Nation: Archbishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa was the first to name 
South Africa the ‘rainbow nation’ after the fall of apartheid in 1994. The phrase was 
elaborated upon by President Nelson Mandela in his first month of office, when he 
proclaimed: "Each of us is as intimately attached to the soil of this beautiful country 
as are the famous jacaranda trees of Pretoria and the mimosa trees of the bush veld  
– a rainbow nation at peace with itself and the world."  

South African languages: There are 11 official languages in South Africa and many 
more tribal languages spoken throughout the country! One of these languages, Xhosa, 
uses a lot of vocal tongue ‘clicks’ in the middle of words. The pupils could have a go at 
saying ‘He-click-llo, my name-click is-click …click…”! 

See next page for Summary & Higher Ability Parts. 
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Summary: 
1-Term Weekly Programme: 
  Play Mike & Tom Video 7         
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
2-Term Fortnightly Programme: 
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         

Higher Ability Parts: 

Teach higher ability Gumboot Pattern and use as a final groove for the piece with 
everyone playing it in unison: 

!  

Play Rainbow Nation backing track. Practise singing and playing the gumboot patterns 
to the backing track. 

Teach 2-vocal parts for Rainbow Nation: 
Rainbow Nation Vocals 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gxoi1lqzjpdgetm/AACmBmscXUc3RlOrptwZb1KUa
http://www.inspire-works.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Rainbow-Nation-Vocals.pdf
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Facilitator Lesson 8 

Resources: full set of djembes 

Warm up: (10 mins) 
Body percussion: copyback different rhythms. After a while, choose students to 
‘lead’ and copy back to them. Try to encourage the group to stick to a 4 beat 
pulse. 

Whole class composition: 

Main activity part 1 – Create a short African style piece of music using 
djembes, dununs and bells: (25 mins) 

Run this just like week 5. You can choose whether the same groupings or 
different groupings is preferable. Push for a more polished performance than 
last time. 

Main activity part 2– blend these pieces into a whole class piece:  
(20 mins) 

1. Bring the group back into the horseshoe and have each group quickly 
perform their piece from within the horseshoe. Ask the whole class to 
keep an ear out for elements they like and would like to learn to play.  

2. Facilitate a quick discussion about the strong elements of each group’s 
piece after they play. 

3. Now facilitate a group discussion to pick out some of the strongest 
rhythms. Depending on the class you may wish to allow a vote between 3 
options, decide yourself or have a conversation with the class or teacher. 
You want to end up with: 

- A start call 
- 2 djembe rhythms 
- a djundjun rhythm 
- a bell rhythm 
- an ending or C&R section 

You can be creative; suggest that ‘this’ djembe pattern might make a 
good bell rhythm or ‘that’ one might be the basis of a call and response. 

Allow the students to teach the chosen patterns to the whole class but be 
ready to assist and possible edit/improve the pattern. Word patterns and 
which tone to use often need a tweek! 

4. Play the piece as a whole class. 
5. BE SURE TO MAKE A NOTE OF THE PIECE!!!!!! 

Write phonetics or notation and perhaps take a quick recording of the key 
details. Note which class and school too. 

See next page for Summary & Higher Ability Parts. 
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Summary: 
1-Term Weekly Programme: 
  Play Mike & Tom Video 8         
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
  Ask pupils to bring wellies next week.         
    

2-Term Fortnightly Programme: 
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
  Ask pupils to bring wellies next week.         

Higher Ability Parts: 
  Pupils could take turns to be the Master Drummer by playing the Start Signal.         
  Really advanced groups could also take turns to play the Master Drummer Stop         

Signal. In order to ensure the class can hear their Signals and to help visually, 
you may want to get the pupils to sit on the Facilitator’s chair and play the 
Facilitator’s drum. 
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Facilitator Lesson 9 

Prepare for the concert 
Resources: 
• Bring 2 print-outs of the Class Performance Names sheet per class (one for facilitator 

and one for class-teacher) - give to each class teacher to complete during the lesson 
• Wellies for everyone (including Facilitator) 
• Full set of djembes 

Note: The preferred format for a concert is each class doing their own concert 
of around 20-25mins and showcasing all the material learnt. If a school can’t 
accommodate this you’ll need to adapt the concert. 

Main Activity: Practice and pick players: (55 min) 

Your goal is to practice all 3 pieces and decide who is playing which instrument 
for each: 
• Malinke 
• Rainbow Nation gumboot 
• Whole class composition 

1. Use Rainbow Nation as a warmup. Create a strategy for using it in the 
concert – perhaps to start the concert or enter the room. 

2. Play Malinke next. Have the class swap instruments in the usual style as 
many time as you need – you can do individual swaps if you must but be 
sparing; don’t make students feel bad! Try to spread your strong players 
around the room, also remember you will need strong players for the other 
piece. 
*HAVE THE CLASS TEACHER WRITE DOWN WHO IS PLAYING WHAT* 

3. Now swap places and play the Whole class composition, again swapping 
instruments until you get a strong lineup. No-one should be playing the same 
instrument for both pieces. 
*HAVE THE CLASS TEACHER WRITE DOWN WHO IS PLAYING WHAT* 

If time: try playing one or more piece in a concert format with two rows of 
players. Discuss how the sound has changed. 

Notes:  
• You’ll need to manage your time well to get through all three pieces. 
• Keep an eye for where your strongest and weakest players are and where you 

want them to end up – the cunning facilitator can arrange to have Malinke 
sounding good by positioning students during Rainbow Nation!  

• Insist that both you and the class teacher keep a copy of the list of who’s 
playing what. Be sure it has both names and instruments (not just a list with 
the order they were sat in) and that it has the school name and class name on 
it. DO NOT leave the school without both you and the teacher having a copy. 
Just don’t. Seriously. 

See next page for Summary 
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Summary: 
1-Term Weekly Programme: 
  Play Mike & Tom Video 9         
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
  Ask the class teacher to ensure everyone brings their log books next lesson.         
  Ask the class teacher to complete the Arts Award Discover Enrolment         

Spreadsheet at the end of next lesson (Claire will email it to the Inspire-works 
contact at the school). Tell them to bring a printout of this spreadsheet with 
them to next lesson. You will sign off the pupil’s log books next week. 

  Discuss performance options with class teacher         

2-Term Fortnightly Programme: 
  Test Key Words         
  Ask if pupils have any questions         
  Ask the class teacher to ensure everyone brings their log books next lesson.         
  Ask the class teacher to complete the Arts Award Discover Enrolment         

Spreadsheet at the end of next lesson (Claire will email it to the Inspire-works 
contact at the school). Tell them to bring a printout of this spreadsheet with 
them to next lesson. You will sign off the pupil’s log books next week.  
Discuss performance options with class teacher 

http://www.inspire-works.co.uk/facilitators/performance-options/
http://www.inspire-works.co.uk/facilitators/performance-options/
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Facilitator Lesson 10 
Resources needed:  
• Full set of djembes 
• Wellies for facilitator 
• Wellies for each pupil 
• Class Performance Names Sheet 
• Arts Award Discover Enrolment Form (teacher should bring a printout) 

           

Performance Week: 
•   Each class will receive a short lesson/rehearsal prior to their performance.       
•   Ensure each pupil is clear about which part they are playing       
•   Enforce good performance techniques (e.g. smile, bow, look at the audience –       

both you and the pupils!) 
•   The performance will consist of: Malinke, Rainbow Nation gumboot, Whole class       

composition 
•   Encourage audience participating during the performance (e.g. clapping along       

to piece, Copyback between you and audience) 
•   Make sure you congratulate the class after the performance and thank the class       

teacher for their assistance throughout the programme. 

Summary: 
•   Sign-off “Share” section of pupil Log Books by placing a sticker at bottom of       

page 21 if pupils have completed pages 15-17 and page 20 (note: they will be 
completing pages 18-19 after Facilitator Lesson 10 and will keep their log 
books as evidence of their work). 

•   Tick off each pupil on the Arts Award Discover Enrolment Spreadsheet who has       
completed their Log Book. Ask the teacher to email it to Claire@inspire-
works.co.uk. 

•   Tell the teacher the Arts Award certificates will arrive in 6-8 weeks.       
•   Please complete the First Access Programme Facilitator Evaluation for each       

school you have facilitated a First Access Programme. Thanks!

http://www.inspire-works.co.uk/facilitators/first-access-programme-facilitator-evaluation/

